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rogrammers jumping the
fence from Top 40 to Country
is hardly a new phenomenon,
though the recent numbers
are remarkable. About
18 months ago, a small army of Pop
programmers entered the format in top
markets including Denver, Houston,
Nashville, Sacramento, San Diego
and Seattle. In each case, the station’s
performance improved. More recently,
Jeff Kapugi joined WUSN/Chicago, Rob
Morris was tapped for a July arrival at the
new KMNB/Minneapolis (where even
interim PD Kevin Metheny has a Pop
pedigree) and Brian Michel took the
reins at WUBL/Atlanta.

So what do experienced and successful
programmers from outside the format
think about Country? What, if any,
preconceived notions did they bring with
them? Have their views changed? How
different is the relationship with labels?
And what does Country do better than
other formats? To find out, Country
Aircheck put together a panel of fencejumpers who have since enjoyed a good
bit of Country success: KILT/Houston’s
Mark Adams (CBS Radio), WSM/
Nashville’s Dan Bowen (Cumulus),
KSON/San Diego’s Kevin Callahan
(Lincoln Financial) and KKWF/Seattle’s
Mike Preston (Entercom). They took it
from there.
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Country Aircheck: Before you started
programming a Country radio station, what was
your perception of the format as a competitor
and a listener?
Mike Preston: I sat a few feet from Becky
Brenner at KMPS/Seattle for nine years and had
a lot of exposure to what was a successful station
for a long time. It was a fun, music-passion
format from an overall radio standpoint, and
it generated strong ratings and revenue. From
a listener standpoint and for my taste, it was
executed with a little less intensity than I would like to have seen. Sonically,
it felt like people were playing it way too safe as opposed to the vibrant,
active stations I usually programmed.
Dan Bowen: From my perspective [at WSTR/Atlanta], it felt about the same
as what I was doing. I knew we were sharing a lot of audience, and because of
that and the mass appeal nature of certain titles, it felt like the game wasn’t
completely different. For me, it’s a great place to be because I was always a
country music fan. To be programming it makes it doubly exciting.
Kevin Callahan: I grew up on country music and my personal music roots
are in country and rock. Depending on which format I was programming
at the time, I was envious of the listener loyalty and the values that typically
come through on Country radio. Before San Diego, I was in Albany, NY, so
we were competing with a heritage station, WGNA. Watching the magnitude
of what some of their events could do in terms of attracting loyal listeners
was probably the biggest thing. It’s great to do this now in a format that is
accessible to my entire family and where I am in my life right now.
Mark Adams: I don’t have anything nearly as insightful. I had never listened
to Country radio in my life until a year and a half ago. My perceptions were
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background, I don’t know that those strong beliefs, like the moral compass or
the political views, are there. There is a lot truth to this format being about
God, country and family.
Are there any beliefs you had about Country that no longer hold water?
MA: I’ve done about eight formats, and they have more in common than
they do differences. Good PPM execution is good PPM execution; that’s the
beginning, middle and end of it. All the things people insisted on – that
Country is so different and you have to play everything, people love the artists
and you need to play 28 currents and all this other
stuff – I just don’t buy it. I applied what I would call
Hot AC mechanics to KILT, because the two formats
have a lot in common, at least in terms of how music
libraries are assembled. We tightened it up, increased
the turnover on the hits we were playing and got
rid of the songs I thought didn’t matter. We’ve been
improving our position ever since.
MP: I would echo that 100%. I heard, “You can’t spin
records that hot.” Wrong. You can. Or, “People won’t
Mike Preston
accept the energy or the intensity of what you’re
doing.” Wrong on that, too. And as Mark said when
talking about PPM mechanics, it goes beyond that. We’ve all heard people
who can execute well, but the stations aren’t that good. You still need have to
have a great product. Many Country stations are sitting in clusters with other
successful stations, but for some reason avoid strategies and tactics that are
working.
MA: Here’s something I say all the time that is considered sacrilege in the
format, but I maintain I’m right: Anybody can put out a crappy record.
The biggest artist in the world can put out a terrible song and conversely,

All the things people insisted on, that
Country is so different and you have to play
everything, I just don’t buy it.
— Mark Adams

entirely stereotypical. My closest exposure prior to taking over KILT was
having an office next to Jeff Garrison and basically making fun of him for the
banjo music he would play. My first real exposure was the day I took over the
station. We had a lounge performance with The Eli Young Band, whom I’d
never heard of. I watched the listeners file in and, demographically, it didn’t
look that dissimilar from anything you’d see at a Hot AC or even a Top 40
event. That was a revelation. When the band started playing, I thought they
were pretty cool. I became a fan quickly. Now it’s just a
lot of fun, and I love being in Country radio.
Longtime Country programmers will say that Pop PDs
oversimplify things when they first get into the format.
Was that your experience?
DB: Country is much more sophisticated behind the
scenes than most people give it credit for. Coming
in, I don’t think I understood everything you must
take into consideration when putting together a
Mark Adams
great Country station. When you start thinking about
sounds, tempos, genres and the balance of all those
factors, it’s just more complex than on the Pop side. Figuring what sounds
right has more depth in a way you didn’t seem to have to deal with in Pop.
For example, there aren’t a ton of great females in the format, so you have to
evenly space those out.
KC: If you ask people in my building, they’ll say I’ve made it more
complicated (laughs). I agree with Dan on all those things, but the attraction
to this format that continues to ring true are the strong beliefs of the life
group and making sure those are present on the station. In my Rock and Pop
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someone you’ve never heard of can put out a great one. I’ve done Top 40,
Hip-Hop and Rock and believe, in this day and age, we’re in a song format.
Now, when you talk about upper-demo women who are partisans
and have been with the format a long time, is there a greater benefit of the
doubt given to the Tim McGraws, Toby Keiths and Rascal Flatts? Sure, and as
a programmer you have to figure out where that line is. But at the end of the
day, it’s about the song. If it’s a hit, it will go. Nashville does not want to hear
that and I fight with them about it all the time.
How does Nashville’s promotional pitch differ from your past experience?
MP: If the right two or three people were already believers, that means more
to me than the alphabet soup that I’m always given in Country promotion.
Timing, momentum, internal and external market factors all come into
play. On top of that, there’s my own passion or dispassion for the songs. I’d
rather know about the 4-5 people I’m in sync with than the other 130 stations;
they’re not what matters to me. I do find, and I hate to say this, there is a little
more of a lemming mentality than in Pop or AC. Like Mark, I programmed
both those formats and had credible programmers I knew. I’d see what they
were doing and jump in, too. It wouldn’t matter if 68% of the panel was in.
MA: I’m the day-to-day PD at our CHR station, too, and on that side they work
facts, metrics and things I care about. How well is it selling? How is it moving?
What’s going on digitally? What’s the marketing plan? How many TV shows is
the artist appearing on? How are we working in concert with the radio station
to break this song and make it become a hit? Is there a callout story from a
station that has 300 spins? Is there specific information to help me make a
decision? Even in reference to callout, they’re smart enough to know I don’t
care what a white-leaning, Midwest Top 40 is doing, because my Top 40 is
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Rhythmic and in a Hispanic market. So they come to
me with stories of stations with similar demography.
In Country, not only do I not get that, but they
just throw out call letters of stations I’ve never
heard of in markets I’ve never been to that have
nothing in common with Houston. Nine out of 10
times, they’re referencing spins that are occurring
at 3 o’clock in the morning. Apparently, I’m not
supposed to know all that, but sadly, I figured it out
pretty quickly.
KC: As slow as the David Nail or Lee Brice examples
of the past year or so were, even Country is trying to push things too fast
through the charts. When we look at audience feedback on songs, it’s amazing
that when a label is ready to give up on a song or it hits No. 1, I have people just
starting to get familiar with it.
DB: With any format right now, it takes a long time to develop a song or artist,
but especially Country.
MP: There’s something I didn’t know before I got into the format, but I’ve now
seen it borne out in every music test I’ve done and in my callout, and it appears
all promotion execs know this: Country songs don’t burn. So it’s not burned,
it’s still testing great, but no, we don’t want you to play it anymore because we
have another song by the same artist. So they ask if we can just flip it out. Since
when do you own a slot?
Every one of us who has programmed knows the songs are actually bigger with
the audience when they’re coming down, not when they’re going up. It kills me
that there’s this choreography of slotting one artist this week because another one
is scheduled for next week and so on. That doesn’t happen in other formats.
MA: I have one more point and it’s emblematic of this topic. Lady Antebellum’s
“We Owned the Night” is still a big record for us. I’ve had people comment to
me, “Man, I can’t believe you have 1,000 spins on that.” One thousand? I have
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MA: Depending on the markets, too, you’re seeing a split. Some markets have
a Classic Country station that does well. You can’t sit in the mushy middle; you
have to own something. It’s extraordinarily difficult to be a station that has true
programming appeal for people age 12-54. You have to pick somewhere, and
the more contemporary side is where the music has evolved. The vast majority
of Country records are really good pop songs.
MP: The reason some pure Pop stations haven’t totally embraced Country
is that, sonically, it doesn’t mix well with a Rhythmic
format.
MA: Right. It’s a much better fit with Hot AC, and that’s
true even here in Houston in our cluster. KHMX plays
a lot of Country music. “Just A Kiss” from Lady A is a
power on that station. But on our Top 40, we don’t even
play songs that are mass appeal like The Fray or One
Republic because the station is so Rhythmic. In terms of
demographic appeal, I think Country and Hot AC have a
lot in common and that was my starting point when I first
Kevin Callahan
took over KILT.
Every format has its own nuances. What does Country do better than most?
KC: One thing is artist access. For programmers, it’s no big deal to go backstage
and get a great picture with a terrific country artist; it’s fun. But when you bring
listeners along, country artists are just better at realizing that’s a lifelong memory
for listeners and music buyers. Labels, management and artists all understand
how important that is.
MP: The first thing is that the artists still truly appreciate what radio brings to
the table.
KC: When Country artists come to visit, they pay attention to you and what
interests you. In other formats, if you’re lucky enough to get the artists in the
station, it’s all about them. That’s important, because in Country you can build

You can’t spin records that hot.” Wrong. You can.
Or, People won’t accept the energy or the intensity of
what you’re doing. Wrong on that, too.
— Mike Preston

records I’ve powered at Top 40 and Hot AC with double that and they stay in
power. There’s no way in hell your average P1 Country listener is tired of their
favorite song after 400-500 spins. It’s nonsense.
MP: We know so much more now. We know how many spins songs actually get
and what the sales really are. There is far more research in terms of listener
opinion, and yet so much of how Nashville wants to run the music through
the chart hasn’t changed. That’s where the disconnect
is. God love those artists Kevin mentioned who take 56
weeks to get to No.1, but there are a lot of songs that last
a lot of weeks only because the labels just won’t give up,
even though the tea leaves clearly indicate it’s not going
to happen.
Has the format become mainstream?
DB: If Country is the new Pop and brings shares, I’m all
about it. But those real stories about life are what brand
Dan Bowen
this format and make it unique from others. Right now it
feels like the format is in a growth mode.
KC: I look at Country as a format that’s been gradually making its way toward
the mainstream. It’s not a stereotype that used to exist. Lots of people can relate
to it because of the stories. I think we’re in a pop/mainstream cycle right now,
but I don’t know that even if that changes the format will be any less popular.
MP: Today, when a band is sitting in the lobby of our stations to visit, you can’t
tell if they’re here to see the Rock station, the Alternative or the Country
station because the stereotypes Kevin referred to have been broken down.
Those are a rarity today. That’s because there’s a generational shift.
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a relationship and talk about what’s important to everybody.
MP: Nashville should be applauded for that. It makes radio want to be a great partner
when we know the artists value our contribution to what they’re trying to do.
DB: Another thing Country does so well is program with sincerity. We try to
make a deeper connection with listeners than you see in other formats.
MA: The format lends itself to public service more effectively than other
contemporary formats. In Top 40, it’s a bitch to come out of Jay-Z or Kanye
West and try to do something touchy-feely. In Country, there’s an expectation
of that, and the audience does reward you for it. Good, local radio is important
regardless of the format, but utilizing your station as a public service vehicle is
something Country has always done well. There’s still a big value to that.
The last two years have seen a wave of Pop programmers shifting to Country. Is
that a defined strategy in some companies?
MA: I would say, and I’m sure this is with Mike’s company, too, they look at
every situation differently. They just look for the best person for the job. Here,
it started with my Market Manager Brian Purdy, who said, “I like what you’ve
done with our other stations. Can you try this with KILT?” If there was anything
they liked about me, it’s that I had no preconceived notion about the format. In
some cases, that’s an advantage.
MP: The Wolf had talked to many well-known Country programmers before
me, but they felt the station was more akin to a Pop station than the standard
Country station. When Mike Moore and the guys were bringing me into
Entercom, I said, “Hey, why do you guys want a Top 40 interloper getting in
the middle of all this?” Mike said, “Are you kidding? This format needs new
ideas.” I was lucky my name popped up.
CAC

